
the most skilled, highest-trained, most progressive team of  
dealers in the ag industry. Our network of dealers, paired  
with the high-quality data that’s at your fingertips with our  
products, creates a partnership that’s sure to maximize  
profit and efficiency in your operation.

Thank you for your patronage, and for your desire to  
improve agriculture. Technology moves fast. Stay ahead of  
the curve with us in 2018.

Al Myers - President, Ag LeaderTechnology
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CHANGE THE WAY YOU FARM
Full-farm connectivity is here, and it's going to change the way you view field information, collaborate with your  

team and make decisions on your farm. AgFiniti puts real-time and historical information right at your fingertips  no 

matter where you're at! Seamlessly access your maps and reports from any mobile device to make  informed 

decisions when they matter most. Connect your entire operation from cab to office and everywhere  in
between.

Free AgFiniti Mobile app for iPad®
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Connect YourTeam
AgFiniti boosts productivity by flowing information across  
your team. All machines, devices, tablets, phones and  
displays across the operation are up-to-date with historical  
and real-time information including coverage maps for  
AutoSwath, guidance lines, prescriptions, etc. No need  for 
USBs or desktop software processing, information is  
automatically synced with AgFiniti across all your devices.  
You can also setup sharing relationships with trusted  
advisors like your co-op or agronomist, or remote viewing  
access with your dealer for even more collaboration with  
your extended team.

Take Your Maps WithYou
Take an in-depth look at your maps and  
information anytime on a phone, tablet or  
laptop. Dive deeper by querying specific  
areas of a field to determine the yield or to  
recall how much product was applied. View  
the location of connected devices to see  
quick stats like speed, direction and  
operation. There's also the ability to add  
notes or pictures to a map while field  
scouting. Take current and historical maps  
in your pocket to the field, a meeting, or  
wherever you go.

Make Informed Decisions OntheGo
Analyzing what happened in the field and what to  
do next season no longer needs to happen in the
office during down time. Easily get all the insights you  
need to make informed decisions on the spot. Maps  
are instantly available to take with you from the cab  
without processing or wait time. Compare yields by  
hybrid or variety, soil type or planting population in
a summary report, or easily overlay previous years'  
maps to instantly view trends in the field. For even  
more in-depth analysis, AgFiniti syncs seamlessly  
with SMS.

NEW Compare yield by variety/hybrid, soil type or  
planting population.
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